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Abstract: Divergent hypergeometric series 2 FO( a,p; - l/r) occur frequently in Poincare-type asymptotic expansions of 
special functions. These divergent series 2F0 can be used for the evaluation of the corresponding special functions if 
suitable summation technique are applied. There is considerable evidence that Levin’s sequence transformation (1973) 
and in particular also some closely related sequence transformations (Weniger (1989)), which were derived recently, 
sum divergent series 2F0 much more efficiently than Pad6 approximants. Similar summation problems occur also in 
the case of divergent Rayleigl-Schrodinger perturbation expansions of elementary quantum mechanical systems. A 
comparison of the perturbation series for the quartic anharmonic oscillator with the closely related asymptotic series 
for the complementary error function shows that Levin’s sequence transformation and the recently derived new 
sequence transformations are again more efficient than Pad& approximants. However, the superiority of Levin’s 
sequence transformation and of the new sequence transformations is less pronounced in the case of the perturbation 
expansion. 
Keywords: Sequence transformations, summation, divergent hypergeometric series 2 FO, RayleighSchrBdinger per- 
turbation expansions, quartic anharmonic oscillator. 
1. Introduction 
Many special or auxiliary functions of applied mathematics possess asymptotic expansions 
which contain nonterminating hypergeometric series 2F0. Some typical examples are the ex- 
ponential integral and its asymptotic expansion (see [21, pp. 342 and 346]), 
E,(z) = lCGdx, (l.la) 
ze’E,(z) - ,&(l, 1; - l/z), 1 z 1 -+ co, ]arg(z) 1 -c $7, (Mb) 
or the modified Bessel function of the second kind (see [21, pp. 66 and 139]), 
K”(Z) = 2sin~~v) {r-Y(Z)-‘Y(Z)}) ‘, Zen, (1.2a) 
[2z/7r]1’2 eZKy(z) - ,I$(: + Y, i - v; - l/(k)), l z l -+ 00, larg(z) I < h. 
(1.2b) 
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Another example is the following class of auxiliary functions: 
F,(z) = i1u2”’ emru2 du 
=y(m++, z)/(2zm+i12), mENo, zElR+, 
(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
r(m++) 
Fm(z) - 2Zm+1,2 - g,F,(l, i-m; -l/z), Izl + 00, ]arg(z) 1 < +TT. (1.3C) 
These functions are of considerable importance in molecular electronic structure calculations 
with Gaussian-type basis functions since the nuclear attraction and interelectronic repulsion 
integrals, which inevitably occur in Hartree-Fock calculations, are ultimately expressed in terms 
of them. 
Many other asymptotic expansions for special functions are known which also contain 
hypergeometric series 2F0. It is a typical feature of these expansions that they are in general only 
asymptotic in the sense of Poincare as I z 1 + co, since the power series for a generalized 
hypergeometric function 
2Fo( a, p; - l/z) = E (a)“m(,p)” (- 1,z ” (14 
m=O 
diverges for all finite arguments z E C unless the infinite series terminates. This happens only if 
either a or p is a negative integer or if I z I approaches infinity. 
But in spite of their divergence, the hypergeometric series 2& in the asymptotic expansions 
listed above and in related expansions can be quite useful numerically. For instance, if the 
argument z is very large in magnitude, the special functions listed above can be computed 
conveniently with the help of their asymptotic series since the optimal truncation of a divergent 
series 2F0 then yields sufficiently accurate approximations. 
If the argument z of a divergent hypergeometric series 2Fo is only moderately large in 
magnitude, the optimal truncation of the power series (1.4) would produce results which are too 
inaccurate to be practically useful. However, even then a divergent series 2F0 may be quite useful 
for computational purposes because it is possible to use a finite sequence of partial sums 
s = k G-&n(P)m 
n 
m=O 
m! (-1/z>“, nEN,> (1.5) 
for the construction of a sequence of rational functions which are able to sum a divergent 
hypergeometric series 2FO(a, p; - l/z). 
The best known rational functions, which are able to accomplish such a summation, are PadC 
approximants [l/m] with I, m E No, which have been used quite successfully not only in applied 
mathematics but also in theoretical physics and other sciences. An enormous amount of research 
on PadC approximants has been done during the last years. This is documented quite convinc- 
ingly by the long lists of references in the monographs [2,3]. A separate and even more extensive 
bibliography on Pad& approximants has also been published in [6]. 
Sequences of PadC approximants for a nonterminating hypergeometric series 2F0 can be 
computed conveniently with the help of Wynn’s 6 algorithm [37] which is a nonlinear two-dimen- 
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sional four-term recursion: 
(1.6a) 
The input data for Wynn’s E algorithm are the partial sums (1.5). It is a typical feature of 
Wynn’s c algorithm that only the transforms EP~ with even subscripts serve as approximations to 
the “value” of a nonterminating divergent 2F0 and produce PadC approximants according to 
cpk) = [n + k/k] with k,n E N,. The transforms 6 &)+ i with odd subscripts are only auxiliary 
quantities, which diverge as k + 00 if the whole process converges. 
PadC approximants have been applied much more frequently than any other kind of rational 
approximants, and their properties are much better understood than the properties of any other 
kind of rational approximants. However, this does not imply that PadC approximants are 
necessarily the most efficient rational approximants. It is the intention of this article to show that 
some other rational functions, which are constructed either by Levin’s sequence transformation 
[18] or by some other closely related sequence transformations (see [33, Sections 8 and 9]), are 
apparently much more efficient than PadC approximants if wildly divergent hypergeometric 
series 2FO have to be summed. 
Similar divergence and summation problems occur also in Rayleigh-Schriidinger perturbation 
expansions of the energy eigenvalues of certain elementary quantum mechanical systems. It 
frequently happens that the Rayleigh-Schrddinger perturbation expansions for energy eigenval- 
ues diverge. The probably most studied and best understood system with a wildly divergent 
Rayleigh-Schrijdinger perturbation expansion is the quartic anharmonic oscillator [4,5,11,12,14, 
16,19,22,27-29,321. If the following normalization for the Hamiltonian of the quartic anharmonic 
oscillator is used, 
thenit follows from the results obtained by Bender and Wu (see [5, (1.8)]) that the coefficients c, 
of the power series in the coupling constant X for the ground state energy eigenvalue E,,(X) of 
the quartic anharmonic oscillator 
E,(X) = f c$Y, 0.8) 
n=O 
possess the following asymptotic behaviour: 
c n - (-l)“+‘(;)“r(n + +>, n --+ 00. (1.9) 
The first 75 series coefficients c, of the perturbation expansion (1.8) were published by Bender 
and Wu (see [4, p. 1841). Later Drummond published the first 25 series coefficients c, with 
higher precision (see [14, p. 16531). 
The radius of convergence of the above Rayleigh-Schrbdinger perturbation series is obviously 
zero, i.e., it diverges for all nonzero values of the coupling constant A and summation techniques 
have to be applied to give this power series in h any meaning beyond a mere formal expansion. 
We may also conclude from (1.9) that the power series (1.8) for the ground state energy 
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eigenvalue of the quartic anharmonic oscillator should have similar properties as the divergent 
hypergeometric series 
,F,(& 1; - $A) = E (;),(-$A)“. (1.10) 
m=O 
It should be of interest to apply summation techniques to the divergent perturbation 
expansion (1.8) and to the divergent hypergeometric series 21;0 in (1.10) in order to find out 
whether these two closely related divergent series perform similarly also in summation processes. 
2. Sequence transformations 
In this section, Levin’s sequence transformation [18] and the closely related sequence transfor- 
mations, which were derived recently (see [33, Sections 8 and 9]), will be discussed. In this article, 
the notations and conventions of [33] will always be used. Additional material on sequence 
transformations for the acceleration of convergence and the summation of divergent series can be 
found in [7-9,13,36]. 
It is a typical feature of Wynn’s E algorithm (1.6), and also of many other sequence 
transformations that only a sequence { s, } of partial sums is required as input data. No other 
information about the behaviour of the partial sums is needed for the construction of the 
transforms. 
This may appear to be a very advantageous feature. However, in some situations, this 
apparent advantage of Wynn’s e algorithm may become a disadvantage which restricts its 
efficiency in convergence acceleration and summation processes. For instance, if a strictly 
alternating hypergeometric series 2Fo( (Y, j!!; - x) with CX,/~,X E R + is truncated after the first n 
terms, it can be shown that the truncation error is bounded in magnitude by the first term of the 
hypergeometric series which was not included in the partial sum. In addition, the truncation 
error and the first term, which was not included in the partial sum, have the same sign [lo, 
Theorem 5.12-5 on p.1091. Wynn’s E algorithm is not able to profit from this additional 
information, whereas the sequence transformations, which will be discussed in this section, are 
able to incorporate profitably additional information of that kind. Consequently, these sequence 
transformations are often remarkably powerful. They are all characterized by the fact that they 
do not only require a sequence { x, } of partial sums as input data, but also an additional 
sequence { w,, } of remainder estimates. 
Levin’s sequence transformation [18], which according to Smith and Ford [30,31] and also 
according to the results presented in [33, Sections 13 and 141 is both very powerful and very 
versatile, is defined by the following ratio of finite sums: 
, k, HEN,. (2.1) 
The parameter p in (2.1) has to be positive (see [33, Section 7.11). The most common choice in 
the literature is /3 = 1, which was also Levin’s original choice. Concerning the remainder 
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estimates { w,, } it has to be assumed that they are distinct and different from zero for all finite 
values of n E N,, but otherwise, they are essentially arbitrary functions of n (see [33, Section 
7.11). 
The first of the two new classes of sequence transformations can formally be obtained by 
replacing the powers (p + n +j)k- ’ in the explicit expression (2.1) for Levin’s sequence transfor- 
mation by Pochhammer symbols (p + n +j),_, (see [33, Section 8.21): 
k, n EN,. (2.2) 
As in the case of Levin’s sequence transformation (2.1), it is assumed that the parameter p in 
(2.2) is positive (see [33, Section 8.21). The transformation (2.2) had already been treated by Sidi 
(see [26, Eq. (1.9)]) h w o used this as well as some other transformations for the derivation of 
explicit expressions for PadC approximants of some special hypergeometric series. However, it 
seems that Sidi did not consider the transformation (2.2) to be a sequence transformation in its 
own right. This neglect is certainly undeserved since there is considerable numerical evidence 
that the sequence transformation (2.2) performs very well if divergent Stieltjes series have to be 
summed (see [33, Section 131 and also [34,35]). 
The second of the two new classes of sequence transformations can formally be obtained by 
replacing the powers ( p + n +j)k-l in the explicit expression (2.1) for Levin’s sequence transfor- 
mation by Pochhammer symbols (- y - n -j)&, (see [33, Section 9.21): 
, k, IZEN,. (2.3) 
The parameter y in eq. (2.3) should be a positive number satisfying y > k - 1 (see [33, Section 
9.21). 
The numerator and denominator sums of the sequence transformations ZJn)( p, s,, w,,), (2.1), 
YJfl)(P, s wn), (2.2), and Mp’(y, s,, w,), (2.3), can also be computed with the help of linear 
two-dimeiiional three-term recursions. Recurrence formulas for the numerator and denominator 
sums of Levin’s sequence transformation (2.1) can be found in [15,20] and also in [33, Section 
7.21. Recurrence formulas for the numerator and denominator sums of the sequence transforma- 
tions (2.2) and (2.3) can be found in [33, Sections 8.3 and 9.31. 
The power of the sequence transformations Zin)(/3, s,, w,), (2.1), Yi’)(P, s,, (J,), (2.2), and 
J$“( y 3 s w ) (2 3) n, n, . > d epends crucially on the choice of the remainder estimates { w,,}. If the 
sequence {s,}, which is to be transformed, either converges to some limit s, or, if it diverges, can 
be summed to yield an antilimit s, then the remainder estimates should be chosen in such a way 
that the remainder estimates satisfy (see [24,25] and [33, Sections 12,13 and 141) 
s,-s=++O(;)], n+oo. (2.4) 
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If it is possible to find remainder estimates { a,,} which satisfy (2.4), then there is considerable 
evidence that the sequence transformations (2.1)-(2.3) are remarkably powerful. 
The fact that the truncation error of the partial sum of a hypergeometric series *FO( (Y, p; - x), 
witha, /3, XER,, after n terms has the same sign as the first term which was not included in 
the partial sum and is bounded in magnitude by this term (see [lo, Theorem 5.12-5 on p.109]), is 
quite consequential because it gives us immediately a simple and yet sufficiently tight estimate 
for the truncation error. Hence, for sequences of partial sums 
n 
s,= c a,, nEl+J,, (2.5) 
m=O 
with strictly alternating terms uk we use the remainder estimate 
an = a,+,, nEN,. (2.6) 
Only this remainder estimate, which was was suggested by Smith and Ford [30] and which is a 
slight modification of a remainder estimate suggested earlier by Levin [18], will be used in this 
article. Other simple remainder estimates for the sequence transformations =.Yi”‘( p, s,, w,), 
(2 I) $?)(A s . 9 n, a,), (2.2), and A!p’(y, s,, w,,), (2.3), and the sequence transformations, which 
result from these remainder estimates, are discussed in Levin’s article [18] and in [33, Sections 
7.3, 8.4 and 9.41. 
If we insert the remainder estimate (2.6) into (2.1)-(2.3), we obtain the following sequence 
transformations which should be well suited for the summation of a divergent alternating 
hypergeometric series 2 F,: 
3. Numerical results 
The sequence transformations ZJn)(P 7 s,, w,), (2.1), Y’J”)( j3, s,, tin),), (2.2), and 
-q$‘(Y, s n, w,), (2.3), were already used for the summation of several different divergent series 
F 2 0. 
In [33, Section 131 the summation of the divergent asymptotic series 2Fo in (l.lb) for the 
exponential integral E,(z) was studied. The summation of the divergent series 2Fo in (1.2b) for 
the modified Bessel function K,(z) was studied in [34]. 
Grotendorst and Steinborn [17] compared the effect of Levin’s d transformation, (2.7), and of 
Wynn’s E algorithm (1.6), on the divergent series 2Fo in (1.3~) for the auxiliary function F,(z). 
Later, in [35] some other variants of the sequence transformations .ZLn)(/3, s,, w,), (2.1), 
YJ”‘(P, s a,), (2.2), and -DAY, s,, 4), (2.3), 
series 2 F, “in 
were used for the summation of the divergent 
(1.3~). 
In all cases mentioned above it was observed consistently that Wynn’s e algorithm (1.6) was 
always the least efficient summation method. The best results were always produced by variants 
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of either Yi”‘( p, s,, w,), (2.2) or Ap’( y, s,, w,), (2.3), whereas the corresponding variants of 
Levin’s sequence transformation (2.1), were always somewhat less efficient. 
In [33, Section 13.31 some arguments were presented which indicate that this inferiority of 
Wynn’s c algorithm is a direct consequence of its derivation. On the basis of these arguments it is 
to be expected that suitable variants of the sequence transformations Zin)(P, s,, o,), (2.1), 
%JnYp, s n, an), (2.2), and, ~%‘f’(y, s,, tin), (2.3), should sum all divergent series, which diverge 
as wildly as a nonterminating hypergeometric series *FO, much more efficiently than Pad6 
approximants can do it. 
In this section, we want to compare the behaviour of the divergent perturbation series (1.8) for 
the ground state energy E,,(h) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator in summation processes with 
the behaviour of the divergent hypergeometric series 2F,, in (l.lO), which because of (1.9) should 
diverge with essential the same rate. But first, we observe that a divergent hypergeometric series 
2F0 of that type also occurs in the asymptotic expansion of the complementary error function 
(see [l, eqs. (7.1.2) and (7.1.23)]): 
2 m 
erfc( z) = p / eet2 dt, 
L 
(3.la) 
~“~2 exp( z2)erfc( z) - ,&(+, 1; - 1/z2), ]z] + cc, ]arg(z) 1 -c +r. (3.lb) 
Hence, we see that the divergent series 2F0 in (1.10) essentially represents a complementary 
error function with a relatively complicated argument: 
[$]“‘exp(&)erfc([&]‘/‘) -2F0(+,1; -;A), ]A] -0. (3.2) 
Table 1 
Summation of the divergent series *Fe(;, 1; - Ih) = [2n/(3h)] ‘/2exp(2/(3X))erfc([2/(3h)J’/2) for A = & 
n Partial sum S, c algorithm d(O) (1, so) 8(O) (1, So) 
Eq. (1.7) E;. (2.7) ;q. (2.8) 
6 0.1828897704.10+01 0.85408449265462 0.85373155284794 0.85373166671109 
7 -0.2116088355~10+“’ 0.85349016639700 0.85373141552735 0.85373175595228 
8 0.1119823959.10+02 0.85381735606149 0.85373181185485 0.85373173450373 
9 -0.3972906481 .10+02 0.85367102805092 0.85373172488413 0.85373173103853 
10 0.1779851615.10+03 0.85375556509951 0.85373172909698 0.85373173105887 
11 - 0.8507145578. 10+03 0.85371437764065 0.85373173190273 0.85373173114150 
12 O~I472806489.10+~~ 0.85373908949052 0.85373173109439 0.85373173115425 
13 -0.2547199940~10+os 0.85372625810352 0.85373173112605 0.85373173115413 
14 0.1564426964.10+06 0.85373419680300 0.85373173116267 0.85373173115370 
15 -0.1030550694~10+07 0.85372986477609 0.85373173115432 0.85373173115361 
16 0.7248728202.10+07 0.85373261447538 0.85373173115307 0.85373173115360 
17 -0.5422491760.10+08 0.85373105257911 0.85373173115372 0.85373173115360 
18 0.4298800431~10+09 0.85373206580547 0.85373173115362 0.85373173115360 
19 - 0.3600293754.10+ lo 0.85373147080071 0.85373173115359 0.85373173115360 
20 0.3176448132.10+” 0.85373186412957 0.85373173115361 0.85373173115360 
21 - 0.2944755687.10 + l2 0.85373162655800 0.85373173115361 0.85373173115360 
NAG function SlSADF 0.85373173115360 0.85373173115360 0.85373173115360 
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Table 2 
Summation of the divergent perturbation series (1.8) for the ground state energy E,(X) of the quartic anharmonic 
oscillator with A = & 
n Partial sum S, c algorithm d(O) (1, so) n 6’O’(l, So) n 
Eq. (1.7) Eq. (2.7) Eq. (2.8) 
6 o.8930713840~10-01 1.16352355861439 1.16406000134219 1.16404717346312 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
1.16432005116001 1.16404418517836 1.16404770164600 
1.16391853160463 1.16404614223662 1.16404689014490 
1.16411849704021 1.16404880640477 1.16404713867428 
1.16401107091330 1.16404633642795 1.16404722008755 
1.16406814453682 1.16404704603055 1.16404714738494 
1.16403595361348 1.16404760987659 1.16404714186144 
1.16405392327546 1.16404692357883 1.16404716184730 
1.16404338730170 1.16404706293922 1.16404716201218 
1.16404950527943 1.16404733576627 1.16404715605033 
1.16404580226055 1.16404711573105 1.16404715568364 
1.16404802332121 1.16404707849489 1.16404715753428 
1.16404664259960 1.16404721674024 1.16404715796080 
1.16404749361828 1.16404717588561 1.16404715745285 
1.16404695236331 1.16404711676123 1.16404715717850 
1.16404729383850 1.16404716286765 1.16404715725758 
Exact energy [22] 1.16404715735384 1.16404715735384 1.16404715735384 
In Table 1 we sum a sequence of partial sums of the hypergeometric series ,F,(i, 1; - sh) for 
X = & with the help of Wynn’s c algorithm (1.6), dA”(l, so), (2.7), and S,‘“)(l, so), (2.8), and 
compare the results of the summations with the NAG function SlSADF [23], which computes 
the complementary error function with real arguments. The approximants produced by Wynn’s c 
algorithm correspond to the following staircase sequence in the PadC table (see [33, Section 4.31): 
[O/O], Wol , [WI, f * *, [v/v], [v+l/v], [,+1/,+1] )... . P-3) 
The results in Table 1 are quite typical for the behaviour of the divergent hypergeometric 
series 2Fo in (1.10). Numerical tests over a wide range of h values showed that Wynn’s e 
algorithm is always significantly less efficient than the other sequence transformations. Levin’s d 
transformation (2.7) was also always less efficient than Sp)(p, So), (2.8) and A(f)(p, So), (2.9), 
which gave essentially identical results. 
In Table 2 the divergent perturbation expansion (1.8) for the ground state energy E,(X) of the 
quartic anharmonic oscillator with X = $=, is summed by the same sequence transformations as in 
Table 1 and compared with the “exact” energy Eo(&) produced by Marziani (see [22, Table 31). 
A comparison of the sequences of the partial sums in these two tables and in similar calculations 
showed that the two divergent series (1.8) and (1.10) indeed diverge with essentially the same 
rate. Wynn’s E algorithm (1.6) was again always the least efficient transformation, followed by 
Levin’s d transformation (2.7), and best were again S,$“)(p, s,,), (2.Q and A(L)(p, s,), (2.9), 
which produced essentially identical results. 
However, in the case of the perturbation expansion (1.Q Wynn’s c algorithm is now almost as 
efficient as Levin’s d transformation, and also sh”‘( p, s,) and A’,“‘( p, s,) produce less spectac- 
ular results. It is remarkable that the efficiency of Wynn’s e algorithm is essentially identical in 
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Tables 1 and 2, whereas the other sequence transformations are significantly less efficient in 
Table 2. 
There is no completely satisfactory explanation for this decrease of efficiency of the sequence 
transformations dp)( /?, s,), (2.7), 6p)(/3, s,), (2.8), and A(,“‘(y, s,), (2.9), and it should be 
investigated whether similar phenomena occur also in the case of other perturbation expansions 
which diverge like a nonterminating hypergeometric series zF,. A possible explanation might be 
that in the case of the sequence transformations mentioned above the partial sums { sn} are not 
only the input data, but they also determine the remainder estimates { w,, } . This implies that the 
partial sums {s, } induce two fundamentally different kinds of errors. More or less inevitable are 
the errors due to the limited accuracy of the input data. However, the partial sums {s, } induce 
also potentially large and uncontrollable errors among the remainder estimates { an}, either 
because they are not accurate enough or because they deviate too much from their asymptotic 
limits and therefore produce bad remainder estimates. 
Hence, it is thinkable that under unfavourable circumstances remainder estimates of the type 
of (2.6) may have a detrimental effect on the performance of the sequence transformations 
YJ”‘(P, s,, a,), (2.I), YJ”‘(P, s “, (J,), (2.2), and &p)(y, s,, L+), (2.3), which are in principle 
very powerful. Problems with remainder estimates cannot happen in the case of Wynn’s c 
algorithm (1.6). Consequently, in such an unfavourable situation it may happen that Wynn’s e 
algorithm, which is in principle only a moderately powerful sequence transformation, is more 
efficient than the sequence transformations mentioned above. 
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